
An overview of the Catholic episcopate in early modern Europe comments that
‘one of the most far-reaching if usually under-remarked changes of the Refor-
mation period as a whole concerns the function and necessity of bishops in the
church’.1 Although immediately applicable to those regions of the Reformation
where bishops disappeared altogether from the ecclesiastical and political land-
scapes, this observation might appear to have no relation to Catholic Europe.2

Here, bishops not only survived but also thrived, and it might seem, at first
glance, that neither their function nor necessity actually changed at all through
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The Catholic church had consecrated
bishops from its earliest times; these were the supervisors of dioceses and the
leaders of the faithful, and the Council of Trent simply reinforced that role by
re-issuing customary rules that ordered bishops to reside in their dioceses, hold
synods and visitations, and discipline their clergy. Yet this fundamental conti-
nuity belies the immense shifts in the understanding of episcopacy that
occurred through the Tridentine period, for it hides the debates and the devel-
opments in episcopal theology and practice that preoccupied bishops and other
reformers. That flux was nowhere more evident than in the French church,
one of the major bastions of catholicism, with an overwhelmingly Catholic
population and monarchs who prided themselves on the impeccable Catholic
credentials of ‘most Christian king’ and ‘eldest son of the Church’. Amid the
vigorous reform currents of this seventeenth-century realm, there arose an
unprecedented debate on the nature and practice of episcopacy. It had a pro-
found impact on the episcopate and its relationship with the Tridentine papacy
and the French crown, and ultimately shaped the French church for the
remainder of the ancien régime. At its heart stood its keenest participants, the
body of prelates that formed the French episcopate.

Historians have long understood that to grasp the nature of early modern
catholicism, one must attend to its bishops. In the traditional ‘confessional’
accounts of the Counter-Reformation, they assumed pivotal positions in the
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church’s battle to defeat the spectre of Protestant heresy. Virtuous and diligent
bishops glorified the legitimacy, morality and superiority of the Catholic cause
at the expense of protestantism. Their activities were subjected to generations
of scholarship that judged the success or failure of Catholic reform according
to the apparent ability of successive popes and bishops to legislate, discipline
and convert as the decrees of Trent required.3 Of course, their role in devising
those reforms was also well documented. When Hubert Jedin produced his
monumental study of the Council of Trent, he placed bishops firmly at the core
of its negotiations and outcome: their role as the negotiators and formulators
of the decrees ensured that the Council would become one of the pillars that
would secure the triumphant success of the Counter-Reformation.4 This was
also Jedin’s vantage point in his famous short summary of the bishops who epit-
omised the Tridentine style of episcopacy that emerged in the Council’s wake.
Singling out just a handful of remarkable prelates like Gabriele Paleotti,
Barthélemy des Martyrs and the acclaimed archbishop of Milan, Charles Bor-
romeo, as examples of the excellent Tridentine bishop, Jedin straightforwardly
characterised this model as a pastorate imbued with sane doctrine, preaching
and administrative zeal and personal virtue.5 This was the episcopal spirit of the
Counter-Reformation, a powerful contributor to the fervour of action and
engagement with the world that Outram Evennett identified as the fundamen-
tal characteristic of Catholic reform during the early modern era.6

With some significant exceptions, however, bishops currently, though
undeservedly, remain unfashionable in the historiography of early modern
catholicism. Since the 1950s, the customary concentration on the institutional
aspects of Catholic reform has been counterbalanced by a new emphasis on the
‘religion of the people’. With the welcome broadening of horizons brought by
the histoire des mentalités and socio-historical methods of research, increasing
attention has been paid to the religious culture of the ‘ordinary’ Christians
whose lives were affected, to a greater or lesser extent, by the profound shifts
in belief and ritual brought about by the Protestant and Catholic Reforma-
tions.7 French historiography has been at the forefront of these developments,
and scholars like Le Bras and Delumeau, as well as their many disciples, have
contributed to our realisation that the religion of the masses was not absolutely
superstitious, colourless or homogenous.8 Unfortunately, however, bishops
tend to be marginalised in this type of scholarship. When they do enter the
pages of books that investigate popular religious beliefs and practices, they are
often as stereotyped as the hagiographic bishops who graced the older confes-
sional texts: distant figures who impinge on the routine affairs of most of the
faithful only when they attempt to enforce the unyielding decrees of the Coun-
cil of Trent. In reality, however, bishops were not two-dimensional silhouettes.
They came in all shapes and sizes and cannot be simplistically labelled good or
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bad prelates, as tended to be done in older texts, on the basis of a few stock cri-
teria such as residence, preaching ability or alms-giving. Nor, however, should
they be pushed to the sidelines in our exploration of early modern catholicism,
for if the religion of ordinary men was eclectic, lively and significant, so too
were the careers and experiences of their bishops.

This is nowhere more apparent than in the lives of those who made up the
seventeenth-century French episcopate, one of the major elites of Bourbon
France. While other social and religious groups, like the nobility and the
Jansenists, have not lacked efforts to reconstruct their identities, mentalities and
ideals,9 historians have rarely considered the episcopate as an identifiable caste
with a variety of principles that informed its social and ecclesiastical positions,
shaped its actions and profoundly influenced its church and society. Instead, its
bishops have suffered from the combined effects of hagiography, caricature and
neglect, even though their era itself has attracted substantial historical scholar-
ship. What generations of scholars have, perhaps with exaggeration, called its
‘religious renaissance’ has proved a particularly fascinating and fruitful sphere of
study, largely owing to its rich diversity of religious experience: the energetic
careers of reformers like Pierre de Bérulle, Jean-Jacques Olier and Vincent de
Paul; the attempts to introduce Tridentine catholicism into dioceses; the 
characters of and relationship between popular and elite religion; the politico-
religious conflicts of Jansenism and Quietism. Since the 1970s, one particularly
helpful development within the socio-historical school has been the attempts to
marry study of the ‘high clergy’ and the ‘ordinary people’ within a diocesan per-
spective, so that neither is viewed in isolation but rather the two are viewed in
relation to each other. The type of diocesan histories undertaken by scholars as
diverse as Robert Sauzet, Keith Luria and Bernard Peyrous provide a more
realistic picture of religious change within France during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries; resistance to episcopal discipline has been shown to be
almost as common as acquiescence and, as both Sauzet and Luria demonstrate,
the contrasting personalities and approaches of prelates often had a significant
impact on the path of reform.10 Pierre Scarron of Grenoble adopted a very 
different approach to diocesan reform from his successor, Étienne Le Camus.
Scarron turned out to be a far more inconsistent administrator and pastor, often
preferring the solitude of his library to the discomforts of synods and visitations,
and lacking Le Camus’s enviable energy and organisational acumen.11

These recent works raise important questions of methodology and inter-
pretation for any study of the French episcopate. Their dynamic amalgamation
of popular religion with episcopal actions has placed bishops rather closer to the
centre of religious life. Equally, they have helped to redress the imbalances of
older texts by emphasising the variety present within experiences of episcopal
action and reform, thereby accommodating nuances of episcopal personality
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and governing style into their analyses of religious life. Previously, Paul Broutin’s
La Réforme pastorale en France au xviie siècle,12 for several decades the standard his-
torical study of the French episcopate, had opted for a thoroughly conventional
approach to the question of reform. Neither a broad narrative of reform nor a
detailed treatment of a particular aspect of religious change, this work set out to
trace the path of French ecclesiastical reform in monographic style, using the
categories of episcopal ministry, institutional initiatives and contemporary pub-
lications. Drawing on a variety of sources, Broutin then attempted to produce a
synthesis of reform, by mapping the characteristics of key elements in that
process. For the purpose of this study, his account of the lives of reforming bish-
ops continues to be a valuable source. In general, however, Broutin’s approach
simply does not do justice to the experiences and values of his subjects. In the
first place, Réforme pastorale is essentially a series of monographs of aspects of
French reform but, beyond the broad concept of ecclesiastical change, it has no
common theme or thread binding its individual sections. Secondly, and related
to the disjointed nature of his account, Broutin falls prey to the tendency to label
bishops arbitrarily, either as disciples of the Milanese archbishop and saint,
Charles Borromeo, or as worldly politiques of the Bourbon regime. While his
study is presented in the form of individual accounts of the lives of bishops, his
generalisations are far too presumptive, prescriptive and clear-cut to carry con-
viction, and leave little room for a blurring of categories or for the possibility of
multiple or even alternative influences, ideas and models of episcopacy in the
French church. Finally, in his quest to present the seventeenth-century episco-
pate in the best possible light, Broutin’s work frequently suffers from a lack of
objectivity, offering an image of the episcopate that is at times as hagiographic in
tone as the seventeenth-century episcopal biographies on which his scholarship
is partially based. This is largely the result of Broutin’s uncritical use of several
of these sources to compose his own biographical sketches of individual bishops.

The weaknesses of Broutin’s influential scholarship thus leave plenty of
scope for further investigation of the French episcopate in terms of the devel-
opment of ideas on episcopacy and the formation of models for bishops to
adopt in their ministries. In fact, because more recent work on the episcopate
has tended to work along lines very different from those of Broutin’s study, the
challenge to improve on his findings remains wide open. By tracing the expe-
riences of individual bishops, several studies have highlighted the complexity of
the episcopate as it is revealed through educational paths, administrative prac-
tices and even spirituality.13 Yet, however useful studies of individual characters
may be, it is prosopographic works which draw together the particular experi-
ences of bishops into a general analysis of the episcopate and which attempt to
describe the collective evolution of these ecclesiastical figures. Certainly the
broadest work in time-scale, and for several years the most detailed discussion
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of the seventeenth-century episcopate, was Michel Péronnet’s thesis ‘Les
Evêques de l’ancienne France’,14 which deals with the entire episcopate
between the Concordat of Bologna and the 1789 Revolution. Péronnet exam-
ines the bishops in terms of their social origins, education and pre-episcopal
careers, and concludes that the French episcopate, including 1,416 bishops,
underwent a process of ‘regularisation’ during this period, which enabled it to
assume its domination of the church and its elite position within society. His
work confirms the findings made previously by Ravitch and Hayden, both of
which show an episcopate monopolised by the nobility during the seventeenth
century, but is far more wide-ranging thematically and in time-scale.15

None of these studies, however, deals principally with the seventeenth-
century episcopate; in fact, the only study to do so is has been The Making of the
French Episcopate by Joseph Bergin. Ambitious in its thematic scope, this detailed
examination of the 351 prelates installed between 1589 and 1661 presents an
expansive profile of the episcopate as it developed, shattered and demoralised,
from the religious wars into an assertive, confident and powerful elite in the
second half of the seventeenth century.16 Bergin’s work builds on the foundations
laid by earlier scholars, analysing the social, educational and geographical origins
of bishops, their pre-episcopal careers and crown patronage of bishoprics. He
also particularly relates bishops to their sees, through analyses of patterns of
tenure and of their activities in dioceses, concluding that the episcopate generally
managed to maintain an equilibrium of tenure and administration that enabled it
to oversee its dioceses with considerable efficiency. As Bergin’s more recent arti-
cle in Past and Present admits, these bishops were not unique in experiencing a
revaluation of their office during the early modern era. Both the Protestant and
Catholic Reformations elsewhere forced bishops to adjust their activities in
answer to the criticisms of reformers on both sides.17 Undoubtedly, however, the
seventeenth-century French episcopate was especially successful in responding
to religious reform and political power play, in order to become a flourishing 
participant in the religious, political and social life of the ancien régime.

These publications have added greatly not only to the historiography of French
episcopacy, but also, more broadly, to that of early modern French catholicism,
because they offer new views on the development and character of a formidable
clerical elite. Generally, they differ both in their methodological approaches and
in their principal focuses and aims; Péronnet and Bergin have provided the most
comprehensive studies of the episcopate thus far, presenting composite pictures
of the influence of geography, politics, social origins and education on the epis-
copate. We now know that the episcopate underwent crucial changes during the
seventeenth century, and that during the first six decades or so of this century it
assumed the character that it would maintain throughout the remainder of the
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ancien régime. These decades were of decisive importance for the recovery of its
confidence and status within church and society. No doubt this in turn was
helped at one level by the fact that it was during these decades that the nobility
regained and consolidated its hold over appointments, despite a rise in com-
moner nominations during the early years of Henri IV’s reign and during the
1630s. The period also saw an increase in the number of bishops who possessed
an impressive educational record, with even the sons of the nobility now attend-
ing university. Bergin estimates that 84 per cent of bishops during the period
1589–1661 held a degree of some kind, with growing numbers opting for 
theology rather than law.18 This was a considerable increase since 1614, when,
according to Hayden, only 38 per cent did so.19 Essential as they are to our
knowledge of the episcopate and French society, however, these findings actually
raise new questions, about matters such as the effect of improved educational
levels on the outlooks and expectations of bishops. Did growing theological lit-
eracy have an impact upon their understanding of their office? Well-educated
bishops were hardly likely to be satisfied with traditional doctrines on episco-
pacy, several of which had never been fully developed. And if this was so, to
whom did bishops look to supply new ideas that would improve upon what they
considered the inadequacies of existing thought? So, despite the progress made
since the 1970s, there are further significant aspects of the history of episcopacy
and of early modern catholicism which have been almost completely neglected
by historians.

The time is ripe for a fresh study of the episcopate, for none of the above
studies has addressed a profound issue: the significance of episcopacy to those
who filled its ranks. The central goals of this book are, first, to investigate the
ideas, both established and still emerging, of what the office of bishop meant to
its incumbents and, second, to trace the ways in which that understanding
coloured their involvement in the hierarchical Tridentine church and in a tem-
poral realm governed by a vigorously gallican monarchy.20 A series of short
essays by Pierre Blet, Raymond Darricau and Réné Taveneaux have already sug-
gested some possible conceptions of episcopacy that circulated within France,
in particular among reformers and Jansenists. They highlight the traditional
titles of pastor, judge and vicar that denoted functions of episcopacy, but none
ventures to gauge systematically the practical impact of these images on more
than a select and small band of bishops.21 In fact, these articles simply whet the
historical appetite, for they concentrate almost entirely on two specific aspects
of the episcopal office: administration and teaching. Yet for seventeenth-cen-
tury theologians, canonists, reformers and bishops, these were not the only
dimensions to the episcopate. A multilayered approach to ideals and ideology
which takes account of this fact produces a far more complete understanding of
the principles that guided bishops in their manifold activities. 
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To achieve this, the book subdivides the office of episcopacy into its key
elements, that is, into those categories which traditionally formed the basis of
any dissection of the episcopal condition: the canonical and theological aspects
which relate to the office as a sacred ecclesiastical position with particular asso-
ciated powers, the character of the episcopal pastorate and, finally, the notion
of episcopal spirituality. It traces the development of views upon each particu-
lar element of the office through discussing the various interpretations which
circulated in seventeenth-century France. By drawing these individual strands
together, we shall then be in a position to answer the question of whether a dis-
tinctive ideology, which provided an overall vision of episcopacy for prelates,
emerged in France over the course of the century. The social and educational
backgrounds of bishops tell us something of the type of bishop commonly
present within what Péronnet dubbed the ‘regularised’ episcopate. Yet until
now we have known very little about the influence of other factors such as the-
ology, canon law and contemporary spiritual trends on ideas of episcopacy and
on bishops’ outlook and perception of their office. It is dangerous, though
common, to generalise about the episcopate on the basis of a few judiciously
chosen, and readily available, remarkable examples. It is also too easy to assume
that flamboyant and notorious politique bishops like Cardinal Richelieu, Arch-
bishop Harlay of Paris or the military archbishop of Bordeaux, Henri de Sour-
dis, did not possess a shred of religious commitment when it came to their
episcopal vocations. Yet the reality is far more complex, for even political
activities could be reconciled with the spiritual functions of the office in order
to neutralise accusations of mercenary worldliness. Moreover, beside the flam-
boyant ‘Harlays’ stand less well-known bishops like Sourdis’s brother, François,
a diligent, devout and fiery archbishop and cardinal, whose dedication to his
vocation was built on forceful ideals of religious leadership, service and honour.
This study allows the idiosyncrasies of individual bishops to breathe, while
simultaneously presenting those common convictions and ideals that shaped
their corporal identity. Prelates like Henri and François de Sourdis, who dif-
fered wildly in their approaches to some aspects of their office, frequently
found far more common episcopal ground than one might assume.

Equally, the impact of these kinds of episcopal attitudes on the internal
politics of the French church and, more broadly, on the international ecclesi-
astical scene has not been investigated to any significant degree. For instance,
political histories of seventeenth-century France routinely refer to the political
functions of the episcopate, whose members, like François Faure of Amiens,
acted as local power brokers, governing forces and even royal ministers.22 They
rarely enquire about the elastic twists that many of them required of their con-
sciences in order to reconcile their profane responsibilities with their role as
spiritual officers of the ecclesiastical realm. Similarly, over the years, many of
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the episodes that are described in this book have received attention from other
scholars: the quarrel over Jansenism, the gallican crisis of the régale and the
1682 Gallican Articles all have been the subjects of several studies which high-
light their political implications for the crown, the papacy and even the lower
clergy.23 Yet none of them attempts to understand the positions that the epis-
copate assumed when it became a central participant in these contentions, by
identifying the convictions that drove it to behave as it did. Why, for example,
did the episcopate approve the famously anti-papal Gallican Articles of 1682
when, in contrast, the Sorbonne refused to do so until it was forced? Most his-
torians have simply assumed that the Articles were an expression of Louis XIV’s
control over his bishops.24 But it is possible, and more appropriate, especially
in the light of what we now know about the frailties of the so-called absolutist
government of the Sun King, to explain the episcopate’s action in terms that do
justice to the sophisticated political and theological principles that shaped its
view of papal and episcopal power. In doing so, it quickly becomes apparent
that these Articles were not just a politically motivated betrayal of papal author-
ity, but a legitimate articulation of the episcopate’s ideology of ecclesiastical
hierarchy and government.

Of course, the relationship between ideas and actions is complex and 
difficult to unravel; for this reason, scholars, who prefer to examine either one
or the other, frequently ignore the symbiotic relationship linking them. Yet they
then tell only half the story, for attitudes, principles and ideas play major roles
in the formation of self-conscious identities and, ultimately, they regularly shape
the actions and events in which identity is both manifested and perpetuated.
This book, therefore, traces the dynamic interplay between ideas and events,
examining the impact that conceptions of episcopacy had on key ecclesiastical
events of the era, while simultaneously investigating the formative role of these
incidents in the evolution of views on the episcopal office. Though what is
offered here is primarily a history of ideas, it is essential to situate these within
the realm of actual historical events, rather than examining them purely in the
abstract. Yet in a work of this size, it is impossible to include every single episode
involving the bishops in order to display the impact of episcopal ideology on
events. To do so would entail writing an exhaustive history of the entire French
church, since the episcopate was such a central and active body within both
church and society. Just one example illustrates this: so many quarrels erupted
between the episcopate and the regular clergy that it would be tedious as well as
repetitive to undertake detailed narratives and analyses of all of them. Since
most of these clashes hovered around identical issues of hierarchical jurisdiction
and discipline, the best approach is to use representative cases from these
episodes to construct a coherent overview of the ideas at work in episcopal
actions; naturally these incidents include those which proved most momentous
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for the episcopate’s development and those which are most revealing of the 
bishops’ ideals and perceptions. As with any prosopographic approach, there 
is some risk of generalisation, but this is the most appropriate method to use if
one is to preserve some degree of thematic cohesion and avoid an unwieldy 
catalogue of disjointed squabbles and crises.

The bishops’ vision of episcopacy also provides an excellent window on
to the wider development of Tridentine catholicism, for it both incorporates
and demonstrates the shifts in fortune, function and style that shaped the
church through this formative era. In attempting to formulate their own ideo-
logical self-conception, French bishops were, at least partially, responding to
the dilemmas that their contemporary ecclesiastical, political and social envi-
ronments thrust upon them. In fact, research by historians on bishops and the
church outside France partly maps the way for a study that aims to shed light
on the character and functioning of ecclesiastical government, hierarchy and
pastoral care not only in France but throughout the Tridentine church. As John
O’Malley has recently pointed out in his summary of Reformation historiog-
raphy, the early modern era saw deeply significant transformations in the style,
role and understanding of Catholic institutions and practices. The French epis-
copate both witnessed and helped to shape these changes in the organisation,
government and pastorate of the church.25 It is possible to view some of those
shifts through the lens of episcopal experiences and ideals because the bishops
were so centrally involved in them; they were instrumental in the production
of Trent’s decrees; they supervised diocesan reform; they possessed the impor-
tant task of governing the church as key members of the divinely ordained
ecclesiastical hierarchy.

In the wake of Trent, bishops were offered some classic images to guide
them in fulfilling those tasks; the work of scholars like Giuseppe Alberigo and
Oliver Logan on Italian developments has pointed to the emergence of episco-
pal models that encouraged devotion to diocesan administration and the culti-
vation of virtue.26 Yet no consensus has yet been reached about the originality
or impact of these images, for historians continue to debate their characteris-
tics and the extent of the influence of reform ideas on bishops in practice. In
the field of French episcopal historiography, the situation is, if anything, worse,
partly because little has been done to situate the French experience within
wider European currents. Beyond tentative, if repeated, efforts, to trace the
influence of Charles Borromeo in France during the seventeenth century, there
has been no coherent study of the transmission of ideas on episcopal functions
and spirituality within the episcopate or of their concrete effects in France.27

This is a particular gap given the reinvigoration of ideas on episcopacy and the
rejuvenation of the office by bishops like the two Borromeos and Valier in Italy
and Barthélemy des Martyrs in Portugal during the decades following Trent.28
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The opening chapter of this book places France within its contemporary
context by analysing these wider European currents. Reflection and writing on
episcopacy were certainly not phenomena peculiar to this era, but when the
Council of Trent placed bishops at the heart of its reform programme it con-
centrated renewed attention on the nature of the office and its role within the
church. In the wake of the Council, the fruits of that concentration were often
published in the form of handbooks for bishops which attempted to supplement
Trent’s bald directives with advice on episcopal administration, spirituality and
pastoral care. When this development is viewed in conjunction with the
reforming actions of bishops like Borromeo and Valier and with Trent’s
decrees, it is clear that within the wider church, the late sixteenth century
proved a very productive era for the elaboration of ideas on episcopacy. Despite
the instability of the civil wars, the French church was not untouched by this
discussion, and several prelates like Cardinal Joyeuse, the archbishop of Rouen,
absorbed contemporary suggestions and used them to govern their dioceses
before 1600. Like their contemporaries outside France, however, they found
themselves tied to a particularly legalistic and long-standing notion of episco-
pacy which, despite the efforts of both theologians and bishops, overshadowed
the pastoral and spiritual aspects of the office. This had also traditionally been
a problem for reform-minded French theologians and preachers since the late
medieval era, and it continued to exercise the minds of bishops and reformers
into the seventeenth century.

Among the best-known and most significant of these reformers were those
commonly labelled by historians as forming ‘the French school’ of spirituality
and priesthood. French historians have generally justified their claim that France
underwent a religious renaissance directly after the religious wars by pointing to
this particularly gallic brand of mystical spirituality, which emerged in the early
decades of the seventeenth century under the aegis of individuals like Pierre de
Bérulle and Charles de Condren. Whether one accepts this contention or not,
the close links between French clerical reformers and this spiritual revival are
well documented.29 The school’s sacerdotal theory was founded on principles of
ecclesiastical hierarchy which built on the Tridentine decrees in emphasising the
unique character of priesthood, the eminence of its members and their intimate
relationship with Jesus Christ, the founder of their order. Through their
writings and the congregations that they founded, the reformers’ ideas became
the dominant sacerdotal theology within the French church, and indeed went on
to influence clergy outside France for several centuries. 

These efforts to reform the priesthood have been amply traced: several
historians have mined the abundant treatises produced on the subject,30 while
detailed (if rather hagiographic) histories of the congregations and their
founders have also been produced since the seventeenth century.31 Yet, almost
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invariably, historians have concentrated on the reformers’ views of priesthood
and on their efforts to ‘sanctify’ the lower clergy of France, ignoring the fact
that, fired by Trent’s hierarchical ambition, they also developed particularly
strong theologies of episcopacy which they consistently aimed to put into prac-
tice. A handful of studies have vouched for the impact of the reformers on the
theology and practice of episcopacy within France. Notwithstanding the
absence of detailed evidence, they have even attempted to trace the means
through which prominent reformers sought to influence the appointment of
bishops in France and have referred to the ‘type’ of bishop that these clerics
were keen to promote.32 But they have done so without initially pinpointing
exactly what the reformers’ objective, personified in the good bishop, actually
was. Chapter 2 fills this particular gap, demonstrating that Bérulle and his dis-
ciples made crucial contributions to the development of seventeenth-century
episcopal ideology through their emphasis on the superb theological character
and hierarchical authority of episcopacy. By making every effort to ensure that
their well-articulated ideas on the meaning, character and role of the episcopal
office were passed to the bishops of France, these reformers substantially
enhanced episcopal status and offered prelates an invaluable justification for
their claims to extensive jurisdiction over all those within their dioceses. Again,
very importantly, by highlighting the great power of bishops and the prestige of
their office, the reformers fostered a sense of confidence and self-identity within
the episcopate which stood bishops in good stead in their relations, frequently
tempestuous, with other sections of the church and with the secular authorities.

In forging their vision of episcopacy, French bishops were obliged to take
account of the attitudes, positive and negative, of other powerful interests.
Particularly important was their relationship with other clergy in the Tridentine
church: the regulars, the parish curés and the papacy all held robust opinions on
the status and power of bishops. The histories of individual dioceses, ecclesias-
tics and religious orders have drawn attention, again and again, to the energetic
roles of members of the lower clergy in implementing reforms at local level.33

However, while these studies make it clear that clerics often co-operated in min-
istering to the faithful, they also bring to light the paralysing disagreements over
jurisdiction and discipline that divided bishops from their clergy. Often, they
usefully describe the paths of individual quarrels, but to understand their
broader impact on the French church and on the episcopate that became so
enmeshed in them, it is essential to undertake a collective analysis of their preva-
lence, the principles at stake and the behaviour of their protagonists.34 For these
disagreements reflected profoundly incompatible understandings of Tridentine
reform and ecclesiastical government, and their outcomes would radically affect
the locations of power and the structures of authority and government, not only
within dioceses, but also within the entire church. 
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Chapters 3 and 4 examine the contrasting views of episcopacy proposed
by the episcopate, the lower clergy and the papacy by placing their many con-
flicts in the context of Tridentine ecclesiological politics. Faced with severe
resistance to their discipline from the lower clergy, seventeenth-century French
bishops were obliged to define and defend their rights of jurisdiction so that
their monarchical authority could reign supreme in their dioceses. While the
reformers’ views of hierarchy and episcopal dignity were helpful to the bishops
in developing their justification of episcopal status vis-à-vis the lower clergy, the
very fact that the regulars and curés offered such sophisticated and vigorous
arguments for their independence from their bishops forced the episcopate
towards definite and categorical statements of its own convictions. Further-
more, when the regulars claimed that their papal privileges exempted them
from episcopal supervision, this had enormous consequences for the bishops’
relationship with the papacy. Chapter 4 explores how collusion between Rome
and the regulars pushed the bishops towards a fiercely protective doctrine of
episcopal gallicanism that was finally cemented in the 1682 Gallican Articles.
Equally, however, the episcopate resented what it believed were Rome’s efforts
to undermine the traditional rights that protected its honour and authority.
Ultimately, the crises over papal privileges and the trial and judgement of bish-
ops were stark manifestations of a crucial jostle for power between two key
hierarchical offices of the Tridentine church: a papacy that is often, and too
readily, considered to have immeasurably enhanced its power during the early
modern era and an episcopate that was determined to offset that tendency.35 In
all, the bishops fought with notable success to prevent a centralising Rome from
converting their office into a docile agency of papal autocracy.

In their quarrels with the papacy, the bishops found, in the Assembly of
Clergy, a priceless mouthpiece for their coherent views on the structure of the
ecclesiastical hierarchy and their role in the government of the church. As 
the principal forum for contemporary French ecclesiastical affairs36 and as a
body dominated by the episcopate who supplied the majority of its deputies,
the Assembly proved just as instrumental in defending the episcopal power to
judge matters of faith. During the 1650s, however, it clashed heavily with
Jansenist bishops as a result of their different interpretations of this principle,
demonstrating that the Assembly’s bishops did not invariably sing from the
same song-sheet as those prelates whom they claimed to represent: the major-
ity of bishops rejected papal infallibility and favoured conciliarism, but many
certainly did not agree that the Assembly should act as a national council with
absolute power over every French bishop.

It was not, of course, simply to the dilemmas thrown up by Trent and
reform that the episcopate had to respond. Chapter 5 addresses the episcopate’s
understanding of its status and its role towards another power that consistently
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sought to increase its sway over the French church: the gallican crown and its
secular officials. Just as the bishops were often happy to adopt a benign language
of respect and co-operation to describe the ideal relationship between the epis-
copate and the pope, they were willing to speak theoretically of the mutually
supportive relationship between the church, its episcopal leaders and the secu-
lar realm. Equally, however, as the episcopate found in its tense relations with
successive popes, this ideal was hard to put into practice, and contributed to
several serious clashes between the bishops and the French crown. Ultimately,
the crown held the upper hand in this delicate alliance, for the bishops were reg-
ularly obliged to compromise their principles to survive with at least a partial
sense of their dignity. Yet, from the bishops’ conflicts with the state and the
papacy, and indeed with the lower clergy, emerged a strong sense of commu-
nion and collective identity within the episcopate, based on the belief that
prelates were duty-bound to protect their office and their brethren.

The large number of hagiographic and didactic publications produced in
France through the century highlight this particular ideological development,
for, overwhelmingly, they reflected and disseminated the ideas and ideals for-
mulated by bishops and reformers as they attempted to deal with actual events
and situations within the church and the state. Theirs was a secondary or sup-
portive role, through which they validated and propagated episcopal author-
ity, privileges and prestige. It was also within these publications that the
French pastoral ideal received its most detailed expression. Historians appear
to have had little doubt that Charles Borromeo exerted a formidable influence
on the French church and its episcopate, and Chapter 6 demonstrates the
impact of the Borromean model of episcopacy on bishops through the seven-
teenth century. Yet it is unhelpful conveniently to categorise all reforming
bishops as Borromean, for the thorough projection of this model can obscure
the complex multiplicity of ideas on episcopacy and the variety of influences
that shaped the French ideal of the good bishop. In fact, rather than simply
adopting a single model, the French vision actually ingeniously combined the
appropriate elements of the archetypes provided by Charles Borromeo and
the bishop of Geneva, François de Sales. Characterised by Borromean admin-
istrative methods and Salesian Christian humanism, this pastoral ideal married
governmental duties with an intense spirituality that particularly emphasised
charity and interior mortification. De Sales’s humane brand of charitable spir-
ituality served as a corrective to the bureaucratic or legislative pastorate of the
Borromean school, which French bishops did not consider to be either fully
representative of or applicable to the role of prelates within the church. The
private correspondence and compositions of bishops and other leading clergy
reveal that this construct of pastoral care, spirituality and theology fulfilled a
need felt within the episcopate itself and was diffused, both formally and
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informally, to provide an inspiring framework for administrative work and
personal life.

The materials available for the tracing of episcopal ideology during the seven-
teenth century are both diverse and relatively plentiful. They are drawn from
published sources and personal papers, and present a broad range of ideas
drawn from a wide cross-section of the French clergy. Published sources
include works of instruction for bishops, such as Les Fonctions du hiérarque parfait
by the bishop of Belley (Jean-Pierre Camus),37 which systematically discuss the
theological, canonical and pastoral aspects of the episcopal office. They also
include texts arising from particular jurisdictional controversies of the era as
well as purely spiritual works whose authors were principally concerned with
elaborating their personal conceptions of episcopacy. Finally, works of hagiog-
raphy and biography, of which a large number were produced in France from
the 1620s, are particularly useful for their extended descriptions of ideal epis-
copal virtues and modes of life. These were written with both French and non-
French bishops as their subjects, including contemporary prelates such as
Barthélemy de Donadieu and Étienne de Villazel.38 All these sources were pro-
duced for very specific audiences, hence their frequently specialised topics and
their assumptions of a degree of theological literacy among their readers. Pri-
marily, their contents were directed at contemporary bishops, though the
authors sometimes encouraged other ecclesiastics to read them. Their prin-
cipal aims were to educate and persuade prelates of the truth of their arguments
and to guide them in their vocation. They were all designed, therefore, to pro-
duce a particular kind of bishop. Works of controversy had the further, and
equally important, goal of influencing the outcomes of contemporary debates
relating to episcopacy and to ecclesiastical hierarchy and government, but they
too presented an episcopal ideal through their arguments. Even, therefore, if
the literary merit of many publications leaves a lot to be desired, they provide
excellent evidence of the evolution of mentalities and ideologies. For the opin-
ions that they offer to their readers are not necessarily reflections of current
practice, but they certainly mirror contemporary aspirations, based on the per-
ceived needs of the episcopate, the church and society. Yet, surprisingly, given
their obvious value, these sources have never been systematically examined,
and they are a virtually untapped resource for the history of the seventeenth-
century French church. Many episcopal biographers have even failed to harness
the writings of their subject effectively as sources for his beliefs and actions.39

Valuable evidence is also contained in private correspondence, some of
which has been published,40 and in personal, and unpublished, reflections on
episcopacy, usually produced by bishops for their own instruction as well as for
sermons and for the education of their diocesan clergy. In addition, bishops and
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other ecclesiastics often referred to contemporary debates on episcopacy and
presented justifications for their own stance in these. Fortunately, this hap-
pened regularly, for, assuming that their private writings would be restricted
to a select readership, bishops were often exceptionally forthright in voicing
their opinions on charged issues such as episcopal dignity and jurisdiction,
papal primacy or royal power. The volume of the material contained in per-
sonal papers, not to mention in published texts, presents its own set of diffi-
culties: the variety of potential evidence means that the sources require
meticulous reading, recording and analysis before particular and general
themes can be determined and conclusions ventured. They are limited too in
that they probably represent only a proportion of the privately recorded views
on episcopacy. Certainly, owing to problems of availability, most of the evi-
dence is weighted towards textual sources that were intended for a public audi-
ence, but by also including personal writings, composed by various authors at
different stages of the era, we possess a sufficiently composite body of mater-
ial to posit general trends on episcopal ideology within the French church.41

Personal compositions provide an essential back-up to the findings of texts pro-
duced for a wide audience, enabling us to confirm the evolution and adoption
of ideas. They are also, however, significant sources in their own right, often
containing new as well as personal views, which would not otherwise have
come into circulation and therefore would not be available to historians.

Of course, published texts can also be difficult to evaluate. Determining
the extent of their readership is a hazardous task, though the number of edi-
tions indicates that, in general, they were in demand. This has not been a signi-
ficant difficulty in the case of this project, however; since it is essentially a study
of the evolution and adoption of ideas rather than of their circulation, exact
readership numbers are not of primary concern. Rather, the aim is to examine
the birth and absorption of ideas, principally within the episcopate, and this can
be achieved by careful examination of the appropriation of particular views and
by noting the references made by contemporaries to specific texts. The com-
position and publication dates of individual texts and correspondence assume a
special significance in this context.

Overwhelmingly, it was ecclesiastics who produced these publications on
episcopacy, and the reader may consider that the laity are under-represented in
this study. Lay views have been incorporated whenever possible, although the
evidence is admittedly dominated by the observations and actions of elite
laymen, such as government officials and the nobility. On the other hand, it is
much more difficult to ascertain precisely what the peasantry thought about
episcopacy as an abstract concept or even about their bishops in practice. An
even greater minefield would be to track the interplay between their visions of
episcopal behaviour and bishops’ attitudes towards leadership and government.42
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It is certain, however, that for many of the peasantry, their bishop was a remote
figure, seen only if and when he made his visitation of their parish. Instead, their
parish priest, resident among them, was the peasantry’s principal point of 
contact with the clergy of their church. Very little evidence still exists, if it ever
did, to enable the historian to trace the laity’s ‘ideal’ bishop, or his impact on
prelates, and what remains is so scattered that it would require a complete pro-
ject to construct a coherent overview. However, an enhanced appreciation of the
episcopate’s own ideals and world view is surely a prerequisite for this. 

What is offered here, then, is a broad presentation and analysis of views
within the French church that, above all, enables us to understand what bish-
ops thought about their office, why they did so and how it affected their
behaviour. By drawing on the wide range of published and private material, the
chapters that follow provide a composite and comprehensive image of the ideal
bishop, as it was perceived by French bishops themselves and by their contem-
poraries, and as it shaped the Tridentine church. What follows, therefore, is
not primarily a study of events, but one of mentalities and ideas and of the many
ways in which they interplayed with events. Its purpose is to expand signifi-
cantly our understanding of an extremely influential seventeenth-century elite
and of the culture of the Catholic church during this formative period.
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